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The theorem of Arzela and Ascoli, characterizing conditionally compact

subsets of the Banach space C(X) of continuous functions defined on a com-

pact topological space X, is fundamental for much of functional analysis. Of

less importance but still of interest is the question of characterizing subsets

of C(X) which are conditionally compact in other naturally chosen topologies,

such as the weak topology of C(X) as a Banach space, or the topology of

pointwise convergence. This problem was considered in the case that

X= [0, l] by G. Sirvint [19; 20](2). It is the purpose of this paper to treat

the general case; in doing so we adopt quite a different point of view.

We shall find it convenient to make use of the notions of universal nets

(here called U-nets) introduced by J. L. Kelley [13] and of quasi-uniform

convergence due to C. Arzela [l]. Since previous familiarity with these con-

cepts is not assumed, in §§1 and 2 we state the properties that will be needed.

In order to have a wide range of applicability, we have chosen to present

§3 in an abstract formulation which is specialized in later parts. It is felt that

this treatment brings out clearly the role of quasi-uniform convergence;

further, it emphasizes the duality inherent in these compactness theorems,

but which is not usually made explicit. This duality was suggested by R. S.

Phillips [17] and a form of it was employed systematically by V. Smulian

[21] for bounded subsets of a separable Banach space. The general formula-

tion was made by S. Kakutani [12] for the case of uniform convergence, in

much the same vein as here. The results of §3 are applied, in §4, to certain

subsets of a Banach space in order to fix these ideas and to indicate how

readily they permit symmetric proofs of the classical theorems of [Gant-

macher](2) Schauder concerning [weakly] compact operators and their ad-

joints.

In §5, we prove that a necessary and sufficient condition that a collection
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of continuous functions on a compact space X be conditionally compact in

the topology of pointwise convergence is that their values at each point be

bounded and that they satisfy a certain "quasi-equicontinuity" property. If

this topology is replaced by the weak topology of C(X), then it is seen in §6

that the set of functions must be uniformly bounded and quasi-equicontinu-

ous. Other results closely related to theorems of Grothendieck [l 1 ] and

Eberlein [7] are given. In §7, we drop the requirement of the compactness of

X and find similar conditions; in §8 analytic functions are discussed briefly.

We state some extensions of results due to Sirvint and Gelfand in §§9 and 10.

Although most of the results in these two sections are known, at least in the

separable case, we have chosen to include them since they are ready conse-

quences of our previous discussion and since there seems to be some advantage

in collecting the weak and strong results in one place.

Whenever possible, we have tried to arrange the material so that weak

(or pointwise) results and strong results may be contrasted and compared.

This has been done at the cost of restating known theorems (e.g., the Arzela-

Ascoli theorem), usually without detailed proof, and often in the form of

optional readings in a given statement. We have done this in the hope of

emphasizing the parallelism of the two cases, and of enhancing the reference

value of this work for the reader.

1. Universal nets. Since we will make free use of the concept of a net

and particularly that of a U-net or universal net, we recall here the defini-

tions and fundamental properties. The reader is referred to the work of Kelley

[13] for proofs and additional results.

A directed set A = {a} is a set which is partially ordered by some ordering,

written " S," with the additional property that, given ax, a2EA there exists

an aEA with aiSa. A net (or directed system) in a set A is a function from

a directed set to A; we shall always write the argument as a subscript, thus

(xi) is a net in X. We say that a net (xa) in X is ultimately in 5CZAT if there

exists an index as such that if a ^ as then x„£5. A net (xa) converges to Xo, in

symbols xa—*Xo, if it is ultimately in every subset 5 which contains x0. If X

is a topological space it is customary to restrict the sets 5 to neighborhoods

of x0.

1.1. Definition. A net (xi) in a set X is said to be universal, or to be a

U-net, if for every SQX, (xa) is ultimately in either 5 or its complement 5'.

1.2. Definition. If (xa)aczA is a net in X, then a net (xi)^B in X is said

to be a subnet of (x„) provided that there is a function w: B—*A with the proper-

ties:

(1) xt = xT(B), ft£5;

(2) Given a0EA, there exists a ft.=ft(a0) such that if ft^ft. then

7r(ft^a0.
It is readily seen that if X and Fare topological spaces and/:X—>Y, then

/ is continuous if and only if it maps convergent nets in X into convergent
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nets in F. Further, if a net converges to a point, every subnet converges to

the same limit. We also require:

1.3. Lemma. If X and Y are arbitrary sets and /:X—>F then f maps U-nets

in X into U-nets in Y.

1.4. Lemma. Let X and Y be topological spaces and /:X—>F. // xa—>x0,

but the net (f(xa)) does not converge tof(x0), then there exists a neighborhood V of

f(xo) and a subnet (xp) of (xa) such that f(xg) ^ V, for all B.

The following theorem is considerably deeper; it will be important for our

applications:

1.5. Theorem. // X is an arbitrary set, then every net in X has a subnet

which is a U-net.

2. Quasi-uniform convergence. The notion of uniform convergence is

deservedly well known; that of quasi-uniform convergence, although intro-

duced for sequences of functions by Arzela [l ] in 1883, is much less common.

Nevertheless, we shall see in later sections that quasi-uniform convergence

is remarkably well suited for questions of pointwise convergence and weak

topologies. The present section consists of definitions and immediate ap-

plications of uniform and quasi-uniform convergence that will be needed.

2.1. Definition. A net (/„) of (scalar-valued) functions on an arbitrary

set X is said to converge to f0 uniformly on X, ii for every e > 0 there exists an

a0=ao(e) such that if a^a0 then |/«(x) — /o(x)| <e, xGX.

2.2. Definition. A net (/„) of (scalar-valued) functions on an arbitrary

set X is said to converge to fo quasi-uniformly on X, if/„(x)—>/o(x) ior all x£X

and if, for every e>0 and ao, there exists a finite number of indices

«i, • ■ • , a„^ao such that for each x£X at least one of the following in-

equalities holds:

I fai(x) - fo(x) |   < e, i = 1, • • • , n.

We shall say that a net of functions converges [quasi-] uniformly on X if

there is a function to which the net converges [quasi-] uniformly on X. It

will be obvious to the reader what is meant by [quasi-] uniform convergence

on a subset of X. It is immediate that:

2.3. Lemma. If a net of functions converges uniformly on X, then every sub-

net also converges uniformly on X.

2.4. Lemma. If a net of functions converges on X, and if some subnet con-

verges quasi-uniformly on X, then the net converges quasi-uniformly on X.

It can be seen that the uniform convergence of a subnet does not imply

the uniform convergence of the original net, nor does the quasi-uniform con-

vergence of a net of functions imply the quasi-uniform convergence of a

proper subnet.
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The importance of quasi-uniform convergence stems from the fact that

it is necessary and sufficient for the limit of a net of continuous functions to

be continuous.

2.5. Theorem (Arzela). If a net of continuous functions on a topological

space X converges to a continuous limit, then the convergence is quasi-uniform

on every compact subset of X. Conversely, if the net converges quasi-uniformly on

a subset of X, the limit is continuous on this subset.

Proof. Let/o be the limit of a net (fa)a^.A of continuous functions on X.

If /o is continuous on X, then given e>0, aoEA, and yEX, there is an

a(y) ^aQ such that \fa(y)(y) -fo(y) | <«• Let N(y) = {x; |/a(»)(x) -/o(x) | <e} ;

since/o and the/„ are continuous, N(y) is an open set containing y. If C is a

compact subset of X, only a finite number of sets N(yi), y%EC,i = l, • • • , re,

are required to cover C. The indices a(yi), * = 1, • • • , re, then satisfy the defi-

nition of quasi-uniform convergence.

Conversely, suppose that (/„) converges to /0 quasi-uniformly on a sub-

set BQX. Given e>0, x0EB, there is an a0 such that if a^a0 then \fa(xi)

—fo(xi) | <€• Select «i, • • • , a„^«o as described in the definition of quasi-

uniform convergence and let Ni = {xEB; \fai(x) — fai(x0) | <«}. The sets Ni

are open in B and contain x0; hence A = n"-iA< is open in B and contains x0.

Now for any xEN f~\B and proper choice of i, we have

| fo(x) - fo(xi) |   S   | /o(x) - fai(x) I   +  \fai(x) - fai(xi) |

+  I fai(xi) — fo(xi) |   < 3e.

Thus/o is continuous at the arbitrary point x0EB.

2.6. Corollary. Ore a compact topological space, the limit of a net of con-

tinuous functions is continuous if and only if the convergence is quasi-uniform.

2.7. Corollary. Let X be a compact topological space, and suppose that a

net (fa) of continuous functions on X converges on X to a continuous limit fo-

Then fo is continuous in any topology on X in which all the fa are continuous.

Proof. By Corollary 2.6, the net (/„) converges quasi-uniformly on X.

Thus /o is continuous with the weakest topology on X which makes all the

/„ continuous, and a fortiori with any stronger topology on X.

A net (fi) of real-valued functions on a set X is said to be monotone in-

creasing if a^P implies fa(x) Sf&(x), xEX. The definition of monotone de-

creasing is similar.

2.8. Theorem (Dini). If a monotone net of continuous functions on a topo-

logical space X converges to a continuous limit, then the convergence is uniform

on every compact subset of X. Thus a monotone net of continuous functions on a
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compact set converges to a continuous limit if and only if the convergence is uni-

form.

Proof. Suppose that (fa) is monotone increasing; since the limit function

/o is continuous, the convergence is quasi-uniform on every compact subset

CCX. Thus given e>0 and a0 there exist indices «i, • • • , a„^a0 such that

for each xGC, one of the following inequalities holds:

[*] /o(x) < fai(x) + e, i = 1, • • • , n.

Let a' he any index with a'^au ■ ■ • , an. Hence if a=a' it follows from [*]

and the monotoneity of (fa) that

fo(x) < fa(x) + e, xGC,

from which the uniform convergence on C is immediate.

The following theorem will be needed and can be proved by standard

arguments. It is interesting to note that the corresponding statement for a

quasi-uniformly net of functions is not valid, a fact that will cause some in-

convenience.

2.9. Theorem. Let (fa) be a net of continuous functions on a topological

space X which converges uniformly on a set Z dense in X. Then (/«) converges

uniformly on all of X.

2.10. Remark. The preceding definitions and results in 2.1—2.7 remain

valid for functions having their values in an arbitrary uniform space, with

only obvious notational modifications. In Theorem 2.9, completeness is re-

quired in the range space.

3. Weak and strong pairing. In this section we derive some theorems ex-

hibiting a duality between the convergence of points in a set and convergence

of functions on the set—these results will be applied to more concrete cases in

later sections. There are essentially two types of results: one relating to quasi-

uniform convergence, the other to uniform convergence. Similar discussions

can be found in Kakutani [12], Phillips [17], and Smulian [21].

3.1. Definition. Two abstract sets X and F are said to be paired ii

there is a scalar-valued(3) function h defined on XX F such that:

(1) If xGX, there is an Mx>0 such that |h(x, y)\ <MX for all yG Y.

(2) UyG Y, there is an Afs>0 such that |h(x, y)\ <My for all xgX.

In such a case we shall say that the sets X and F are paired by the func-

tion h.

If X and F are paired by h, then it is clear that each x£X can be re-

garded in a natural way as a bounded function %x defined on  F by £x(y)

(3) It will be seen that h may be permitted to take its values in any Hausdorff uniform

space if (1) and (2) are replaced by the assumption that h(x, Y) and h(X, y) are conditionally

compact for each xGX, y£ Y.
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= h(x, y), yEY. Similarly each yEY gives rise to a bounded scalar-valued

function ijy on X. Our first task is to extend these functions to be defined on

larger sets.

Let Iy = h(X, y)= {h(x, y); xEX}, so from (2), 7„ is a compact set of

scalars. We embed X in the product space P„gy7v by the mapping

X: x—>[h(x, y)]y£.Y= [£r(y)]ver. From the theorem of Tychonoff, the space

P„gy7„ is a compact Hausdorff space in the usual product topology.

3.2. Definition. By 36 we denote the closure of \(X) in the space P„£y7„

equipped with the product topology. We also refer to this topology as the

Y-topology of 36, thus emphasizing that it is generated by elements of F.

Since each element JG36 is a collection [cv]„£y of scalars it is natural to

extend h to a function hx on XX Y by setting

hx(h y) = proj„ (r), r E 36, y E Y.

Since there is no ambiguity, we shall permit ourselves to write hx(x, y) in-

stead of &i(X(x), y). Further, by definition of 3:, each r£3£ is the limit of a net

(X(xa)) of elements in X(A) and for each yEY, the nets (h(xa, y)) of scalars

converge to &i(y, y). For each fixed yGF, there is a continuous function

77v defined on 36 by r)v(%) =^i(J, y) and which coincides on X with the function

previously denoted by this symbol.

Although X(A)C36, it is not strictly true that X can be considered to be

a subset of 36, since it is quite likely that X is not one-to-one. Nevertheless, if

we equip X with the topology generated by the subbasic neighborhoods

A(x0; y, e) = {x; \h(x, y)—h(xo, y)\ <«}, then X is a continuous and open

mapping of X onto X(X)CI36. This topology in X, which we shall call the

Y-topology of X, has the disadvantage that it is not Hausdorff unless X is

one-to-one, but it is the most natural one for the study of the functions

generated by F since it is the weakest topology on X which renders continu-

ous all the functions generated by F. Further, any stronger topology on X

will destroy the openness of the map X onto its range.

We summarize these comments:

3.3. Lemma. The set 36 is a compact Hausdorff space which contains the

image X(X) of X as a dense subset. With the Y-topology on X,\is a continuous

and open map onto \(X). The set T={i7„; yGF], where Vv(v)—hi(%, y),

JG36, is a collection of continuous functions on 36, the Y-topology on 36 being the

weakest in which all the functions in T are continuous. If xEX, then r)v(x)

= hx(x, y)=h(x, y).

In exactly the same manner, we let Ix = h(x, Y) and define the map

p: y—>[h(x, y)]X£x sending F into P*ex 7X. By g) we denote the closure of

p(F) in the space P7X and by h2 the extension of h to the set XX%). The col-

lection of all functions t-x(t)) =h2(x, i)) is represented by 2. Thus each xEX

gives rise to a continuous function £x on the compact Hausdorff space §).
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We shall use the same (or corresponding) terminology and conventions for

§) and 2 that we have introduced for 3E and T.

Since the set X gives rise to a collection a of continuous functions on the

compact space g), and also via the embedding X(X), to a dense subset of the

compact space 3E, it is reasonable to ask whether £ can be represented as a

family of continuous functions on g). Since the X-topology on g) is the weakest

in which all the functions of 3 are continuous, one would expect that, in

general, a strengthening of the X-topology of g) would be required if new

functions generated by points in £ are to be continuous. Such strengthening

might destroy the compactness of g). One is led, therefore, to restrict the

mode of convergence of a net (X(x„)) —->£ in H, rather than to enrich the topol-

ogy of g). At the same time, the symmetry makes it more or less evident that

g) gives rise to a family of continuous functions on -6 if and only if % has a

similar realization on g).

Let (x„) be a net in X, then (X(x„)) converges to r in the F-topology of H

if and only if h(xa, y)-^h(t, y) for each yG Y, or if and only if £x„(y)—*h(r, y)

for each yG Y. If (x„) is a U-net in X, then for each l)Eg), the net (h2(xa, t)))

is a U-net of bounded scalars and thus converges to a unique limit point.

Hence if (xa) is a U-net with X(xa)—>£, then the net (%Xa) of continuous func-

tions on g) converges at every point of g); we denote this limit function by £f

and observe that

fc(y) = *ifc. y) = *.(?), yEY.
It is a consequence of Corollary 2.6 that £f is a continuous function on g)

if and only if the convergence of (£XJ to £t is quasi-uniform on g), or equiva-

lently, if the convergence of (h2(xa, 1))) to its limit is quasi-uniform on g).

Thus we have obtained the equivalence of statements (1) and (3) of the

next theorem. The equivalence of (2) and (4) is similar.

It should be observed that for r£3E we have defined the function £t on g)

by means of a particular net (x„) in X. It is by no means evident that this

definition is always independent of the net (x„). However, in the case we are

interested in, this independence does hold as we shall see below.

If (xa) is a U-net in X, then X(xa)—>r for some jE3t". We agree that the

statement that (xa) converges quasi-uniformly on §) means that the net

(£ij °f functions converges quasi-uniformly to £r on §). With this convention

we state:

3.4. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) Every U-net in X converges quasi-uniformly on g);

(2) Every U-net in Y converges quasi-uniformly on 3£;

(3) // f G3E, then £t is continuous with the X-topology on g);

(4) // ty£g), then n^ is continuous with the Y-topology on 3E.

Proof. First observe that if x£X, yGY, then
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[*] Uy) = k(x, y) = w(x).

Now suppose that (4) holds and that (xa) is a U-net with X(xa)—>r. We shall

show that £r is continuous at an arbitrary point l)Gg)- For, let (y$) be a net

such that p(ys)—>i) in the X-topology of g). By Theorem 1.5, it is no loss of

generality to suppose that (yi) is a U-net. It follows that (r/yfi) converges on

36 to a function ^ which is continuous by (4). Hence 77«(xa) —>77i,(j). Since

£r is the pointwise limit of (i-xJ on g) and t) = lim^ p(y#) it follows from [*] and

the continuity of -qx, and £I(X that

Zr(\i) = lim %Xa(ti) = lim lim £Xa(yi)
a a 0

= lim  lim t)y(xa) = lim v\>(xa) = »*(%).
a 0 a

Now for each ft

Zt(yi) = lim £sa(y0) = lim j?„„(xa) = ^(r).
a a

But since (r)yf/) converges to rjv on 36, we have

£t(v) = 1«(?) = lim J7»«(f) = lim b(yi),
t> e

so that Jf is continuous at i).

The fact that, under these conditions, the function £{ is independent of

the choice of the net used to define it follows from the observation that

£t(y) =77„(f) for all yE Y and the density of p( F) in g).
3.5. Definition. If X and Y are two sets which are paired by the func-

tion h and satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.4, we say that X and F are

weakly paired by h.
The interest in weakly paired sets is that in this case the set S of continu-

ous functions on g) is conditionally compact in the F-topology, and similarly

the set T is conditionally compact in the A-topology.

It would be desirable to replace conditions (1) and (2) by similar condi-

tions requiring only quasi-uniform convergence on Y and X rather than on

the full sets g) and 36. Unfortunately, we have been unable to do this in the

general case. However, in a situation that is of some importance for later

applications, namely when 36=X(A) this replacement is possible. This occurs

when A is a compact space and {i]y;yEY} is a collection of continuous func-

tions on X.

3.6. Lemma. If 36=X(Ar), then every U-net which converges quasi-uniformly

on Y also converges quasi-uniformly on g).

Proof. Let (xa) be a U-net which converges to r0=X(x0) quasi-uniformly

on F. Then given e>0, a0 there exist alt • • • , aT^a0 such that for each yG F,
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min  | h(xai, y) — h(x0, y)\   < e.
lglgr

We shall show that the same indices are effective for g), when e is replaced by

3e. The set N(t); x0, e) is open in the X-topology of g). Since p(Y) is dense in

this topology, there exists some yo£F such that

r

p(yo) G N(\); x0, t) C\ f] N(q; xai, e).
<=i

Let a, be one of the indices ai, • • ■ , aT for which

I h(xai, y0) - h(xo, yo) \   < «.

Then, we have

I h2(xai, t)) - h2(x0, t)) |  g  | h2(xai, t)) - h(xai, y0)\  + \ h(xai, y0) - h(x0, yo) \

+ | h(x0, yo) ~ h2(x0, t)) |   < 3«,

which proves the assertion.

3.7. Theorem. // £=X(X), then X and Y are weakly paired by h if and

only if every U-net in X converges quasi-uniformly on Y.

We now pass to the study of a stronger type of pairing of two sets where

quasi-uniform convergence is replaced by uniform convergence. In view of

Theorem 2.9, the uniform convergence on a dense set implies uniform con-

vergence on the entire space. This fact will render the present analysis much

more manageable. The next theorem is essentially due to Kakutani [12].

3.8. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) Every U-net in X converges uniformly on Y;

(2) Every U-net in Y converges uniformly on X;

(3) Given e>0, there is a partition X = U?_i^4< such that if x', x" belong to

the same At, then \ h(x', y) —h(x", y) | <e, yG Y;

(4) Given e>0, there is a partition Y=U%,iBj such that if y', y" belong to

the same Bj, then \h(x, y')—h(x, y")\ <e, x£X.

Proof. Clearly (3) implies (1), for every U-net is ultimately in some one

of the Ai. We will show, by contradiction, that (2) implies (3). For if (3) is

not true, there exists an €0>0 such that for any partition tt of X there is a

yxGY and two points x'w, x'/, in the same set of the partition w such that

[*] \h(xi,yT)- h(xi',yT)\   ^eo.

By Theorem 1.5 we may suppose that (yr) is a U-net in Fand thus converges

uniformly on X to an element t)£g). By Theorem 2.9, we see that the func-

tions (vyT) converge to n* uniformly on 3E. Since rjr, is a continuous function on

the compact Hausdorff space 3E, there exists a finite number of nonvoid sets

2Ii= {?; U»(f)— ih(Zi)\ <e0/4}, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, covering £. Select a partition
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7t of X which refines {X-1(§fi)} and which is such that | vyi(x) — ̂ (x) | <e0/4,

xEX, which is possible by (2). Then

I h2(x, t}) — h(x, yi) |   < €0/4, x G X,

and if x', x" belong to the same subset of w,

| h2(x', t)) - h2(x", t)) |   < e„/4.

Therefore,

| h(xi, yi) - h(xi', yi) | g   | h(xi, yi) - h2(xi, b) |

+ | h(xj,\)) - h2(xi',t))\

+ I h2(xi',X,) - h(xi',yi)\   <e0,

but this contradicts [*].

3.9. Definition. If X and F are two sets which are paired by the func-

tion h and satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.8, we say that X and F are

strongly paired by h.

The interest in strongly paired sets is that in this case S is conditionally

compact in the topology of uniform convergence on F (or on g)), and a sim-

ilar statement holds for T.

4. Examples and applications. This section gives some simple examples of

strong and weak pairing of subsets of Banach spaces. As immediate corol-

laries of these notions we derive well-known theorems of Mazur [14],

Schauder [18], and Gantmacher [8].

Let A be a Banach space and E* its adjoint. We denote by 5 and 5* the

solid closed unit spheres of E and E*. It is natural to inquire what subsets of

E [resp. E*] can be weakly or strongly paired with 5* [resp. S] under the

natural pairing h(x, x*) =x*(x). If T is a collection of functions on a vector

space X, the T-topology of X is the topology whose subbasic neighborhoods

are given by A(x0; y, e) = {xEX; |y(x)— t(x0)| <«}• Thus the £*-topology

of E is its weak topology, and the A-topology of E* is its weak* topology.

4.1. Theorem. Let h(x, x*)=x*(x) for xEE, x*GA*. Then:

(1) The set A C£ can be paired with 5* by the function h if and only if it is

bounded;

(2) A can be weakly paired with S* if and only if it is conditionally weakly

compact;

(3) A can be strongly paired with S* if and only if it is conditionally (strongly)

compact.

Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the uniform bounded-

ness theorem. Suppose that A is conditionally weakly compact, then the

weak closure A is bounded and weakly compact. Further the embedding

X: .4—»2I is one-to-one, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, and it is clear that A
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is homeomorphic with 31. Now S* is compact in the E-topology and hence in

the .4-topology; thus ©*=5*. It is obvious that each point in 21 is a con-

tinuous function on S*, so that A and 5* are weakly paired. Conversely, if

A is weakly paired with S*, then A is conditionally 5*-compact, hence con-

ditionally weakly compact.

If A is strongly paired with S*, then for e>0 there is a decomposition

A=U1„iAi where x, x'GAi implies |x*(x —x')| <e for all x*£S*. Hence

||x —x'|| <e. Let XiGAit then the spheres S(xi, e), i = l, • • • , n, cover A so

that A is totally bounded. The sufficiency of this part follows similarly.

Before investigating the weak pairing of S and a set BCLE*, we make the

following observation: If 5C£* is compact in the £-topology, then B is

compact in the £**-topology if and only if the restriction to B of every linear

functional in S** is continuous in the .E-topology of B.

The necessity of the condition is manifest. The condition implies that the

£**.topology of B is weaker than the .E-topology; thus B is £**-compact.

4.2. Theorem. Let h(x, x*) =x*(x) for xGE, x*GE*. Then:

(1) S can be paired with a set BQE* by the function h if and only if B is
bounded;

(2) S can be weakly paired with B if and only if B is conditionally weakly

(E**-) compact;

(3) 5 can be strongly paired with B if and only if B is conditionally (strongly)

compact.

Proof. Statements (1) and (3) follow readily. If 5 and B are paired, the

mapping p: B—>S3 is one-to-one. It is readily seen that 33 is homeomorphic

with B, the E-closure of B. By Goldstine's [10] theorem, 5 is dense in the

£*-topology of S** and thus © is homeomorphic with 5** in the 5-topology.

Now if 5 and B are weakly paired, every point in © = £** gives a continuous

function on the 5-compact set B. Thus B is £**-compact, and B is condi-

tionally £**-compact. Conversely, if B is conditionally £**-compact, then

its E**-closure coincides with its £-closure, B. Since they are both Hausdorff,

the E- and £**-topologies coincide on B, so that every point in 5** = ©

gives a continuous function on B = SQ. Thus S and B are weakly paired by h.

4.3. Definition. Let J" be a function, not assumed to be continuous or

linear, which maps a Banach space E into a Banach space Ei. Let 5= {x;

xGE, ||x||^l} and Si={y; yGEu ||y||^l}. We say that T is strongly

[weakly] compact ii T(S) is conditionally strongly [weakly] compact. We

say that T has an adjoint if there exists a function T*:E*-^E* ior which

hT(x, y*) = y*(Tx) = (T*y*)x, x G E, y* G Ef.

This definition clearly coincides with the usual notions of a [weakly] com-

pact mapping and adjoint when T is a linear operator.
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4.4. Theorem. Suppose that T'.E^Ex has an adjoint T*. Then Tis strongly

[weakly] compact if and only if T* is strongly [weakly] compact.

Proof. The proof follows from the equivalence of the following statements:

(1) T(S) is conditionally strongly [weakly] compact.

(2) 7X5) is strongly [weakly] paired with 5i* by the function hx(y, y*)
=y*(y).

(3) S and 5f* are strongly [weakly] paired by the function hx-

(4) 5 is strongly [weakly] paired with T*(S*) by the function h(x, x*)

= x*(x).

(5) T*(S*) is conditionally strongly [weakly] compact.

As another application of Theorem 3.8, we derive a well-known theorem

of Mazur [14].

4.5. Theorem. A subset of a Banach space is conditionally strongly com-

pact if and only if the closed convex set generated by it is strongly compact.

Proof. The necessity is trivial. If the set A C£ is conditionally compact it

can be strongly paired with 5* by h(x, x*)=x*(x). By Theorem 3.8, given

e>0, there is a partition 5* = Uf_i5y such that if xf and x2* belong to the

same Bj, then

| (xf — xf)x\   ^ e

for all xEA. The same inequality remains valid for all x in the set A con-

sisting of limits of convex combinations of elements of A. Thus A can be

strongly paired with 5*, and is conditionally compact. Since E is complete,

the closed set A is strongly compact.

5. Applications to C(X). We shall now apply the abstract results of §3 to

obtain information concerning continuous functions on a compact topologi-

cal space.

5.1. Definition. If X is a set and F a collection of scalar-valued func-

tions on X, then the topology of pointwise convergence is the topology on F

generated by the subbasic sets N(f0; x, e) = {fEF; |/(x) — /o(x) | <e}.

Thus this topology is identical with the relative product topology on F;

it is clear that/a—►/ in this topology if and only if fa(x)-+f(x) for all xEX.

If A is a set of bounded functions on some set X, then X and F are paired

in the sense of Definition 3.1 by the function h, defined on XXF by h(x,f)

=f(x), provided only that for each xEX there exists an Mx>0 such that

|/(x)| <MX, fEF. That is, X and F are paired if and only if F is pointwise

bounded on X.

Now suppose that A" is a compact space and that F consists of continuous

functions on X. Then since the P-topology on X is weaker than the original

topology, it follows that X is P-compact and \(X) =36. In addition, the map-

ping n'.F—>Plx is one-to-one; consequently, u is a homeomorphism of F into
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a subspace of %, where F has the topology of pointwise convergence and g

has the X-topology.

5.2. Definition. A collection F of functions on a set X is said to be quasi-

equicontinuous on X if every U-net in X converges quasi-uniformly on F.

We emphasize that this notion is independent of the topology (if any)

of the set X. It is worth observing, however, that if X is a topological space

and F a quasi-equicontinuous family of functions on X, then each fGF is

continuous. In a general space we shall require the use of U-nets, but in a

compact space the following criterion is available:

5.3. Lemma. A collection F of (continuous) functions on a compact space X

is quasi-equicontinuous on X if and only if xa—>x0 in X implies thatf(xa)—*f(xo)

quasi-uniformly on F.

Proof. If X is compact, every U-net converges to some point(4) in X, so

the sufficiency is immediate. Conversely, let F be quasi-equicontinuous

and suppose xa—>xo in X. By Theorem 1.5, there is a subnet of (xa) which is a

U-net and thus converges quasi-uniformly. The necessity now follows from

Lemma 2.4.

With these notions, we can now prove one of our main results (compare

[5; 20]).

5.4. Theorem. Let X be a compact topological space. Then a collection F

of continuous functions on X is conditionally compact in the topology of point-

wise convergence if and only if F is pointwise bounded and quasi-equicontinuous

on X.

Proof. Since it is clear that pointwise boundedness is a necessary condi-

tion, we suppose that F enjoys this property. Then X and F are paired by

Hx,f) —f(x). In view of Theorems 3.4 and 3.7 the following statements are

equivalent: F is quasi-equicontinuous on X; X and F are weakly paired; g

consists of continuous functions on £=X(X). Since % is compact in the

X-topology, the theorem follows.

The relation between compactness in the sense of the Heine-Borel theo-

rem and sequential compactness is often complicated. It follows from a result

due to A. Grothendieck [ll] that these notions coincide in the case we are

studying. We now present a theorem closely related to some of Grothen-

dieck's results.

5.5. Theorem. Let X be a compact topological space, let FQC(X), and let

D be a dense subset of X. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) F is conditionally compact in the topology of pointwise convergence;

(2) F is pointwise bounded and quasi-equicontinuous on X;

(3) F is pointwise bounded and if Fo is a denumerable subset of F, if Xo£X

(4)SeeKelley [13].
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and (x„) is a sequence in D for which f(xn)—>f(xi), fEFo, then the convergence

is quasi-uniform on F0;

(4) From every sequence in F one can extract a subsequence which converges

at each point of X to a continuous limit.

Proof. We have already seen that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Suppose that

(2) and the hypotheses of (3) are true. Then there is a U-net (ya) which is a

subnet of the sequence (x„). Let y0 = lim ya, then/(ya)—>/(y0) for all fEF and

a fortiori for /G F0. It is readily seen that f(yi) =/(x0) for/G TV Since f(yi)

—>f(yi) quasi-uniformly on Fo, the conclusion of (3) follows from Lemma 2.4.

We now show that (3) implies (4). Let Fo = (/») be a sequence of functions

in F and set

«  i    !/<(*)-/,oo I
p(x, y) = },-i-r> x, y EX.

tx   V  1+ \fi(x)-fi(y)\

We define an equivalence relation X'~y if and only if p(x, y) =0, or if and only

iffi(x) =fi(y), * = 1, 2, • • • . Denote the equivalence classes by corresponding

Greek letters, and let X„ be the collection of these classes. It is clear that

Xp is a metric space under the metric p. Since the natural mapping J'.X^X„

is continuous, Xf is a compact metric space and therefore separable. Further

since D is dense in X it is clear that 1(D) contains a countable set Ao which is

dense in X„. For fiEFo, we define (pi on X„ by #<(£) =fi(x) where xG£. It

follows from the definition of the equivalence relation and p that <p, is well-

defined and continuous.

By a diagonal argument, we can pick a subsequence (\p„) of (</>„) which

converges at each point of the countable set A0. Define ^o(f) =lim„^M \pn(t)

for f GAo. We shall show that (^„) converges at every point of Xp and that the

limit function is continuous.

Let £0 be an arbitrary point of X„. We first show that if (wi) is any sub-

sequence of (ipn) such that 7n(£0)—>7, and if (f,)CA0 with fr—>£0, then ipo({r)

—*L. To prove this it is sufficient to show that given any subsequence (r;i) of

(fr), a positive number e and an integer A, there is a k^K such that

[*] I Mvk) -L\   < e.

Since 77*—>£o, lim*^ T^-qi) =tt.(£o) for each i. From (3) it follows that there

exists kx, ■ • ■ , kp^K such that for any i there is an integer/ with l^j^p

such that

I Ttfakj) ~ iri(£o) I   < e/3.

Now (tri) converges at £0 and (in) is a subsequence of (i/v), which converges

on A0. Thus there is an index i such that

I Tn(Zi) - L I   < e/3,

I Tn(vkj) — ̂ o(vkj) I   < e/3, j = 1, • ■ ■ , p.
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Since kj^K, these inequalities prove inequality [*].

We now assert that lim,,.^ ^n(£) exists for each %GXf. For, if this is not

true there exists a £o, two numbers L, L' with L^L' and two subsequences

(in) and (ir'i) of (ipn) such that 7n(£o)—>L and 7r('(£o) —*L'. But if (fr)CA0 and

fr—>£o, the argument just completed shows that L =lim ^o(.<Tr) =/-', which is a

contradiction.

Define ^0 on X„ by i^o(£) = limn_M ^„(£). It must be shown that ^0 is

continuous on X„. Let £„—>£o; since Ao is dense in X„, there are sequences

(?n..)CA0 with fn.i—»?n for w=0, 1, 2, • • • . The argument above implies

that ^o(fn,i)—>^'o(£n) for m = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Further, the diagonal sequence

(fn,n) converges to £0 and hence 4,o(£n,n)—*^o(i;o). It follows readily that

'/'o^n)—»^o(£o) so that \po is continuous on X„.

Define go on X by go(x) =\l/0(J(x)), so that go is continuous. Let (gn) be

the subsequence of (/„) which corresponds to the subsequence (\pn) of ($„).

Then it is clear that gn(x)—»go(x) for all x£X. Hence P is sequentially com-

pact and (4) is proved.

That (4) implies (1) is a consequence of a theorem of Grothendieck [ll,

p. 171].
For the sake of completeness we cite the corresponding result for com-

pactness in the topology of uniform convergence on X; i.e., in the norm of the

Banach space C(X).

5.6. Definition. A collection F of functions on a set X is said to be

equicontinuous on X if every U-net in X converges uniformly on F.

We leave it to the reader to show that if X is compact, Definition 5.6

coincides with the usual notion of equicontinuity: given any positive number

e and xGX there exists a neighborhood N(x) such that if yGN(x) andfGF

then |/(y)-/(x)| <e.

5.7. Theorem. Let X be a compact topological space, let F be a bounded set

in C(X), and let D be dense in X. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) F is conditionally compact in the topology of uniform convergence;

(2) Given e>0 there is a partition X = U"=i Ai such that if x and y belong

to the same Ai, then

\f(x) -f(y)\   <€, JGF;

(3) F is equicontinuous on X;

(4) // F0 is a denumerable subset of F, x0(EX, and (xn) is a sequence in D

for which f(Xn)—>f(x0), fGF0, then the convergence is uniform on F0;

(5) From every sequence in F one can extract a subsequence which converges

uniformly on X.

Proof. Since C(X) is a Banach space in this topology, (1) and (5) are

equivalent to each other and to the total boundedness of F. By Theorem 3.8,
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(2) and (3) are also equivalent to (1). It remains to prove that (4) and (5) are

equivalent.

If (4) is true, then by the proof of the preceding theorem, every sequence

has a subsequence which converges on A to a continuous function. We shall

show that if (f„)QF and fn(x)-+fo(x), xEX, for some continuous/0, then the

convergence is uniform. If this were not so, there would be an e>0, a se-

quence (xk) CI, and a subsequence (fnk) of (/„) such that

[*] |/»,(*») -/.(**) I   fc«. *- 1,2, ••-.

By dropping to a subsequence of (xi) and renumbering, we may suppose that

7(xji)—>7(x0) in X„ (the notation is that of the preceding theorem). Since

f(xi)—>f(xi), fEFo, condition (4) and the continuity of fo imply that there

exists an integer 7 such that if * ̂  7 then

I fnk(Xi) - fnk(x0) |    < e/3, k =   1, 2, • • • ,

I fo(xi) - fo(xi) I   < e/3.

Since/nt(xo)—»/o(x0), it follows that if k^K and i^I then

I fnk(Xi)   ~ fo(xi) |     g    | fnk(Xt)   ~ fnk(Xo) |    +    | fnk(xi)   ~ fo(x0) \

+   | /o(x0)  - fo(Xi) |    < e,

which contradicts [*]. Hence (4) implies (5); the proof that (5) implies (4)

is similar and will be omitted.

5.8. Remark. In Theorem 5.4 the functions may have their range in a

Hausdorff uniform space; in Theorems 5.5 and 5.7 the proof requires the

range space to be metric. In all three it is assumed that for each xGA, the

set {f(x); fEF} is conditionally compact.

6. Weak compactness in C(X). Throughout this section we suppose that

A is a compact Hausdorff space. Theorem 5.7 gives reasonably complete

information concerning the conditionally (strongly) compact subsets of the

Banach space C(X). The weakly compact subsets of this space can be treated

in essentially the same manner as the sets which are conditionally compact in

the topology of pointwise convergence. That this is possible is indicated by a

theorem of Grothendieck [ll, p. 182], but we will find it convenient to

derive the conditions directly, relying on the more familiar theorem of Eber-

lein [7].

6.1. Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let FQC(X) and let

D be a dense subset of X. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) F is conditionally compact in the weak topology of C(X);

(2) F is bounded and conditionally compact in the topology of pointwise

convergence;

(3) F is bounded and quasi-equicontinuous on X;
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(4) F is bounded and if F0 is a denumerable subset of F, if xoGX and (x„)

is a sequence in D for which /(x„)—>/(x0), fGFo, then the convergence is quasi-

uniform on Fo;

(5) F is weakly sequentially compact.

Proof. It is well known that (1) implies that F is bounded; further the

weak topology of C(X) is stronger than the pointwise topology so that (2)

follows. That (2) implies (3) and (3) implies (4) were proved in Theorem 5.5.

The implication of (5) follows from Theorem 5.5 and the Lebesgue dominated

convergence theorem. Finally, if (5) is valid, a theorem of Phillips [17] im-

plies that the weak closure F oi F is weakly sequentially compact and Eber-

lein's theorem asserts that F is weakly compact. Thus (5) implies (1) and the

cycle is complete.

7. Arbitrary topological spaces. In this section we will be concerned with

two Banach spaces B C(Q) and M(S) and show that the preceding remarks on

C(X), X compact Hausdorff, can be applied to them.

If Q is an arbitrary topological space, we denote the collection of all

bounded continuous real- or complex-valued functions by BC(Q). If 5 is an

abstract set, we denote the collection of all bounded real- or complex-valued

functions by M(S). Both of these spaces are Banach spaces under the su-

premum norm, and BC(Q) is a closed linear manifold in M(Q). On the other

hand, M(S) may be regarded as BC(S) by equipping S with its discrete

topology.

Let BQ be the Stone-Cech compactification (see [22]) of Q. Then, in a

natural sense, the space Q can be mapped (possibly in a many-to-one manner)

on a dense subset of the compact Hausdorff space BQ and the mapping of Q

onto its range is continuous and open. Further BC(Q) and C(BQ) are isometri-

cally isomorphic.

It is a consequence of the Lebesgue theorem of dominated convergence

that if Q is compact Hausdorff, then a sequence (/„) in C(Q) converges weakly

to/oE:C(<2) if and only if it is bounded and converges pointwise on Q. Ii the

space Q is not assumed to be compact then the measures representing the

continuous linear functionals may not be countably additive so the Lebesgue

theorem does not apply. The next theorem enables us to derive a condition

for weak convergence in BC(Q).

7.1. Theorem. Let A be a dense subset of a compact topological space X,

and suppose that a sequence (/„) of continuous functions converges at every point

of A to a continuous limit fo. Then (/„) converges to fo at every point of X if and

only if every subsequence of (/„) converges to fo quasi-uniformly on A.

Proof. The theorem of Arzela implies that the condition is necessary. To

prove the sufficiency, suppose that/n(x0) does not converge to/o(x0). Then

there exists an e and a subsequence (gh) of (/„) such that | gt(x0) — /o(x0) | > e,
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for k = l, 2, ■ • • . Let klt ■ • ■ , kr be the indices corresponding to e and k = l

guaranteed by the quasi-uniform convergence of (gi). Then U,= {x; \gki(x)

—fo(x) | > e} is an open set containing x0 for i = 1, • • • , r. Since A is dense in

X there exists a point aEAf~\Ux(~^ • • • r\Ur. For this point a we have

I gkM - fo(a) |   > e, i = 1, • • ■ , r,

but this contradicts the quasi-uniform convergence of (gk) on A.

The same proof can be used to prove

7.2. Corollary. Let (fi) be a net of continuous functions on a compact

space X which converges on a dense set A to a continuous function fo- Then (fi)

converges to fo on all of X if and only if every subnet of (fi) converges quasi-

uniformly on A.

Applying the theorem to a sequence in BC(Q) we have:

7.3. Corollary. A. sequence (fi) in BC(Q) converges weakly to foEBC(Q)

if and only if it is bounded and every subsequence of (fi) converges quasi-uni-

formly on Q.

This corollary was proved by Sirvint [20] who demonstrated that the

convergence condition is equivalent to a condition given by Banach [4, p.

219].
We recall that the notions of equicontinuity and quasi-equicontinuity of

a family of functions as defined in §5 are independent of the topology of the

underlying space. Using the fact that the space Q is a dense subset of its

Stone-Cech compactification j3Q and that BC(Q) is isometrically isomorphic

with C((1Q) we derive the next two theorems as trivial modifications of the

corresponding theorems for C(j3Q).

7.4. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent for a bounded subset

FQBC(Q):
(1) F is conditionally (strongly) compact;

(2) F is equicontinuous on Q;

(3) If Fo is a denumerable subset of F and (qn) is a sequence in Q for which

(f(qn)) converges for each fEFo, then the convergence is uniform on Fa;

(4) For any positive e there is a partition £>=U?_i Ai such that if q', q"

belong to the same At then \f(q') —f(q") | <«, fEF.

7.5. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent for a bounded sub-

set FQBC(Q):
(1) F is conditionally weakly compact;

(2) F is quasi-equicontinuous on Q;

(3) If Fo is a denumerable subset of F and (qn) is a sequence in Qfor which

(f(qi)) converges for each fEFo, then the convergence is quasi-uniform on F0.

These conditions also apply to M(S) without change.
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8. Analytic and almost-periodic functions. Let D be a bounded open set

in the complex plane and D he its closure. By A (D) we signify the collection

of all functions which are analytic in D and continuous on D. With the norm

U/ll =sup2gB \f(z)\, this set is a Banach space, and it is clear that A(D) is

a closed linear manifold of the space C(D).

It follows readily from Theorem 5.7 that a set FQA(D) is conditionally

compact in the norm topology if and only if it is bounded and equicontinuous

on D. This criterion makes no use of the fact that the functions are analytic

and hence that boundedness on D implies equicontinuity on any closed set

contained in D. More essential use of this fact is utilized in

Theorem 8.1. A set FQA (D) is weakly compact if and only if F is bounded

and quasi-equicontinuous on the boundary of D. If these conditions hold, then

from any sequence in F one can extract a subsequence which converges to a limit

in A (D) and the convergence is uniform on every closed subset of D.

This follows readily from Theorem 6.1 and the well-known convergence

theorem of Vitali.

Professor S. Kakutani has pointed out that the preceding work renders

simple proofs of the equivalence of left and right almost-periodicity. In the

case of weakly almost periodic functions (as defined by Eberlein [6]) this was

proved by Grothendieck [ll]. We give a short symmetric proof here.

Let 5 be a semi-group and let / be a bounded scalar-valued function on S.

For each aGS, define the left [resp. right] a-translate of/ by /°(x) =/(ax)

[resp. fa(x) =f(xa)], xGS. We say that/ is strongly [weakly] left almost-

periodic if {fa; aGS} is a conditionally strongly [weakly] compact subset of

M(S). The definitions of strong and weak right almost-periodicity are exactly

similar.

8.2. Theorem. A bounded function on a semi-group is strongly [weakly] left

almost-periodic if and only if it is strongly [weakly ] right almost-periodic.

Proof. Let Si = S2 = S and let h be defined on SiXS2 by h(x, y)=f(xy),
x, yGS. Then the strong case follows immediately from Theorems 7.4 and

3.8. If/ is weakly left almost periodic, then the weak closure Si of {/»; a£5J

is weakly compact and hence compact in the topology of pointwise con-

vergence on 5. It is evident that ©i is homeomorphic with Si in this topology.

From Theorems 7.5 and 3.4, it follows that Si and S2 are weakly paired by h.

Another application of Theorem 7.5 proves that the set {/„; aGS} is weakly

compact. Hence/ is weakly right almost periodic.

9. Compactness in Banach spaces. As easy corollaries of the work of the

preceding sections, we cite some results which are known for separable Banach

spaces. Throughout this section E denotes a Banach space, E* its adjoint,

5 and S* the respective closed solid unit spheres. In the case of a separable

space, the strong part of the next theorem was proved by Gelfand [9] and
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the weak part by Sirvint [20 ](6).

9.1. Theorem. A subset ACE is conditionally [weakly] compact if and

only if it is bounded and for every bounded net (xa*) in E* with xa*(x)—>x0*(x),

xEE, the convergence is [quasi-] uniform on A.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem [3.7]

3.8. It is frequently useful to observe that the necessity remains true even if

the net is not assumed to be bounded.

9.2. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) The net (xa)C£ converges [weakly] to x0;

(2) Every subnet of (xa) converges [weakly] to x0;

(3) The net (xa) converges to xo [gwasi-] uniformly on S*;

(4) Every subnet of (xa) converges to x0 [quasi-] uniformly on S*.

The proof of this theorem will be omitted. We observe, however, that it

implies that if (xa*) is a net in E* which converges to x0* in the weak topology

of E* (i.e., the E**-topology of E*) then every subnet of (xa*) converges

quasi-uniformly on 5** and hence on 5. It is not without interest that the

weakly convergent nets in E* can be characterized by their behavior on 5.

9.3. Theorem. A net (xa*)CZ£* converges weakly to x*in the E**-topology

if and only if every subnet of (xf) converges to x0* quasi-uniformly on S.

Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 9.2 as already observed. The

sufficiency follows from Goldstine's theorem [10] by an argument which is

exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Consequently, we shall omit it. We

observe that this theorem implies the well-known condition that E is reflexive

if and only if 5 is E*-compact.

Using these facts we can prove readily some very convenient character-

izations of weakly compact linear operators which are due to Gantmacher

[8]—see also Nakamura [15].

9.4. Theorem. Let T be a bounded linear operator from a Banach space E

to a Banach space Ex- Then the following are equivalent:

(1) T is weakly compact;

(2) T* is continuous with the Ex-topology on E* and the E**-topology on E*;

(3) T**(E**) is a subset of the natural embedding of Ex into Ex**.

Proof. Let (yf) be an arbitrary net in Ex* which converges to y0* in the

AVtopology of Ai*, and let x** be an arbitrary elements of E**. We shall show

that each of the following statements implies its successor. 7"(5) is condi-

tionally compact in the £*-topology of Ex. As remarked after Theorem 9.1,

(6) It should be mentioned that in the separable case one can replace nets by sequences

of functionals. Phillips [16] proved that Gelfand's use of sequences in the nonseparable case is

incorrect, but it is possible that some use of sequences may suffice.
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every subnet of (y*) converges to y0* quasi-uniformly on T(S). Every subnet

of (T*y*) converges to T*y0* quasi-uniformly on S. By Theorem 9.3, (T*y*)

converges to T*yo* in the £**-topology of £*. T* is continuous with the

Ei-topology on E* and the E**-topology on £*. The functional T**x**

= x**T* is continuous with the Ei-topology on E*. T**(E**) is a subset of

the natural embedding of Ei into £**. That (3) implies (1) follows from

standard arguments.

9.5. Remark. Using similar techniques one can show that a bounded

linear operator T:E—>Ei is compact if and only if T* maps bounded nets

which converge in the Ei-topology of E* into nets which converge in the

norm of E*.

10. Operators with range in BC(Q). We now extend an elementary result

concerning the representation of [weakly] compact linear operators from an

arbitrary Banach space E into the Banach space BC(Q). For Q= [0, l], this

representation was given by Gelfand [9] in the compact case and Sirvint

[20] in the weakly compact case.

The following lemma follows easily from the definitions and well-known

results:

10.1. Lemma. // Q is a topological space, then each point qGQ gives rise to

a continuous linear functional y* on BC(Q) defined by y *(/) =f(q),fGBC(Q).

The Stone-Cech compactification BQ of Q is homeomorphic with the closure of

such functionals in the BC(Q)-topology of the unit sphere of BC*(Q).

Let T he an arbitrary bounded linear operator mapping a Banach space

E into BC(Q); then T* is continuous with the BC(Q)-topology on BC*(Q)

and the E-topology on £*. By the preceding lemma we can regard BQ as a

compact subset of BC*(Q), and with obvious identifications we visualize Q as a

dense subset of BQ. Let r be the restriction of T* to Q. Thus t:Q-+E* is con-

tinuous with the E-topology on £* and we have

[*] [T(x)](q) =  [r(q)](x), x G E, q G Q.

It is readily seen that ||7J| =sup ||t(c7)||, the supremum being taken over Q.

Conversely, if r is a map of Q into a bounded portion of E* which is continu-

ous with £* in its £-topology, then the function T defined by [*] is a linear

operator from E to BC(Q) with ||r|| =sup ||t(c7)||. This proves the first part of

the representation theorem:

10.2. Theorem. // T is a bounded linear operator from a Banach space E to

BC(Q), then there exists a unique bounded continuous map r of Q into E* (with

the E-topology) such that

(1) [T(x)](q) =  [r(q)](x), x G E, qGQ;

(2) IM|=sup{||r(?)||;9eO}.

Conversely, given any such t and defining T'.E-*BC(Q) by (I), one obtains a
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linear operator with norm given by (2). The operator T is weakly compact if and

only if t is continuous with the E**-topology in E*. The operator Tis compact if

and only if t is continuous with the norm topology in E*.

Proof. Only the last two statements require proof. If T is weakly compact,

then by Theorem 9.4, T* is continuous with the 2JC((?)-topology in BC*(Q)

and the A**-topology in E*, and hence r is continuous with this topology in

E*. Conversely, if r is continuous with the A**-topology in E* and if (qi)

is a U-net in Q which therefore converges (to some point in (3Q), then (r(qa))

converges in the £**-topology of E*. Theorem 9.3 implies that (r(qa)) con-

verges quasi-uniformly on the unit sphere 5 of E. Equation (1) implies that

T(S) is quasi-equicontinuous on Q. From Theorem 7.5 we infer that 7"(5) is a

conditionally weakly compact set in BC(Q); hence T is weakly compact. The

proof of the compact case follows by an exactly parallel argument and is

omitted.
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